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Debate Outline (explanation and example)

The purpose of the Debate is to offer another approach to the Discussion Skit. This debate will rely on 
the same components as the discussion skit but simplified to “for” and “against” or “pro” vs “con” or 
“agree” vs “disagree” regarding a controversial topic.
The debate can then serve as a presentation using the pro and con format but expanded to use power 
point slides.

Debate Skit Purpose:
1) To practice logic and critical thinking
2) To defend a position that one personally might not actually agree with
3) To enjoy the art of debate as a competition in logic, reasoning and gathering of evidence

Topic: Genetically Modified Organisms (GMO foods)

Proposition: GMO foods are beneficial to global food production

Team and Position A: 
In Favor
Team and Position B: 
Against

Team A, Main point:
GMO foods are necessary to feed an increasing global human population. There are now several 
billion people in the world and decreasing amount of agricultural habitat available to feed a hungry 
world. According to Monsanto and other GMO food corporations, GMO foods can help to satisfy this 
demand. We must trust these corporations for the good of humanity.

Team B, Main point:
There is abundant scientific evidence that GMO foods are harmful to human and animal health. 
The book Genetic Roulette documents innumerable negative health effects on animals and humans 
from consuming GMO foods. The negatives outweigh the positives regarding the proposition.

Team A, Rebuttal of Team B main point:
The book Genetic Roulette is written by a scurrilous scoundrel named Jeffrey Smith, who is a radical 
environmentalist and probably a communist. His book is based on flawed science and misrepresents the 
science of biotechnology and GMO science. GMO foods are perfectly safe to eat and are in fact 
healthier than natural foods.

Team B, Rebuttal of Team A main point:
The fact that Team A relies on the Monsanto corporation as the source for the proposition that GMOs 
are good for the world is absurd. Monsanto has a long history of producing toxic chemicals including 
Agent Orange that was used in the Vietnam War to destroy the Vietnamese agricultural base. Monsanto 
has corrupted the US political system in order to foist its harmful products on the world.

Team A, Supporting point:
In addition to feeding the world through GMO technology, GMOs can offer many benefits to farmers in
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harsh climates. By re-engineering genes in plants that must survive in dry climes such as Africa, crops 
that could not normally grow there will now be possible.

Team B, Supporting point:
In addition to the health dangers posed by GMO foods to humans and animals, GMO technology is 
being used by Monsanto to monopolize the world food supply through “Terminator technology.” 
By making seeds that will be patented by Monsanto they are robbing the world of the global food 
commons.

Team A, Rebuttal of Team B supporting point:
These are more scandalous lies from these crackpot liberals in Team B, Monsanto has a right to patent 
its technology and when it creates an original gene through biotechnology it has a right to own the 
future use of that seed. Thinking otherwise is sheer communism! Are we going back to Soviet Russia?!

Team B, Rebuttal of Team A supporting point:
Team A's claim that GMO foods can be grown in harsh climes is contradicted by a number of serious 
agricultural studies cited here, here and here (GMO Archive database). Also, why are many African  
countries and China rejecting GMO foods? We think the reason is they are aware that Monsanto wants 
to monopolize their food supply.

Team A, Final Summary and rebuttal of remaining points:
To summarize, GMO foods are necessary to feed an increasing global population and can improve the 
quality of that food supply. Team B uses lies to deny this because they are freaks, homosexuals and 
communist environmentalists.

Team B, Final Summary and rebuttal of remaining points:
We invoke the Precautionary Principle when it comes to the introduction of risky new technologies on 
the world. GMO foods are proven to be dangerous and should be banned from the global food supply. 
Team A's arguments rely on selective presentation of flawed data (“the special pleading argument”) and 
invective, insults, lies and ad hominem attacks of the lowest variety. They ought to be on Fox News!

Team A, Reference:
Monsanto homepage

Team B, Reference:
Jeffrey Smith, Genetic Roulette

(Notice that in debate, logic and evidence are not the only thing that wins, insults and humor do as 
well!)

Audience voting:
Audience votes that the arguments of Team B were better!

(A raising of hands or silent ballot can determine the winner)
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